
Hydrogen green 
energy systems

An innovative new modular approach 
using existing ‘green’ technology to 
develop hydrogen safely and efficiently. 



A green energy system that matches your requirements

Imagine a system that can capture excess electricity on windy days and store it - until it’s needed. A system that can 
work across a range of applications and sectors helping to support organisations and industries to meet their carbon 
objectives. A system that can be scaled to meet requirements whether to power an onsite facility or to generate 
green fuel for a fleet of vehicles. 

We have been generating hydrogen for many years, and now these systems can be turned to new uses in the world 
of clean, renewable energy.

• System power up to 10MW

• Hydrogen flow up to excess of 200+Nm3/hr

• Storage available at up to 700bar and in tanks depending on requirement

• Scalable delivery pressure up to 700bar enabling up to 10kg per 250 litre tank 

• Saltwater through to portable water capability

• Supplied in a frame mounted or container package for onshore/offshore

• CE or UL standards as required

TP Group’s hydrogen green energy system

Our unique modular solution utilises renewable energy sources - such as wind farms and solar panels. This powers 
onsite large-scale systems which generate hydrogen and store the gas for conversion into other energy sources with 
the ability to deliver up to 700 Bar high pressure pure H2. This modular approach means it can also be tailored to 
specific requirements as well as to the environment.

Using our proven expertise in systems engineering and packaging, we can configure the hydrogen generation 
equipment to meet our customer’s requirements whilst delivering a rapid and dynamic response to the grid 
operators’ variations in energy generation output. These are designed with integrated control systems for 
seamless integration into a customer’s application and can be supplied for installation indoors or outside – for 
onshore or offshore.

Our modular systems feature:
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TP Group’s proposed solution: You can see above the balance of the plant and electrolyser cell stack (not shown is 
extra available H2 storage if required).

What are the benefits to customers?

• A range of hydrogen generation rates – configured to your needs 

• Co-located to the source of energy reducing transfer line losses and costs associated with large scale plants

• Remote generation ability – the only requirements are potable water and a power supply to begin generating 

• Simple operation

• Low maintenance and in-service costs

• High purity Hydrogen

• A range of options including long term availability contracts

• Through-life optimisation through value-added services

Why TP Group?

Hydrogen is often regarded as the perfect green energy but it doesn’t naturally 
occur in large quantities on our planet. It requires a solution that generates and 
stores the gas – as well as being cheap, efficient and  non-polluting to 
make it viable.

We are one of a few companies globally that has the knowledge and experience 
to create system level electrolyser hydrogen generation solutions - with relatively 
low barriers to entry. Our capability provides a high level of confidence with 
our unique understanding of integrating these systems and over 40-years of 
delivering hydrogen in extreme environments with ultra-high reliability and 
class leading safety.

This has been developed through our thermal business and current energy customer contacts, as well as our 
industrial links to key enabling technologies such as PEM electrolysis cell stacks.
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TP Group brings significant 
systems engineering capability 

within the energy sector.

Electrical control cubicle

Hydrogen cell stacks

High pressue H₂ seperator

DC converters
Reactors, seperators, heat 
exchangers & process pumps



About TP Group within the energy sector
TP Group is a trusted partner within the energy sector to customers that include Petroineos, ADNOC, Shell, Essar 
and EDF. Our excellent understanding of the sector means that we have been able to advance the technologies that 
help our customers to meet current and future challenges. Our heritage spans 75-years (Hunt-Thermal Technologies 
and Hunt-Graham) and our capability has evolved from critical systems engineering and manufacturing capability 
through to developing innovative green energy systems and advising and implementing technology-driven solutions 
around autonomy and spatial learning.

Green energy systems

We are committed to developing green energy systems that make our planet a safer place to live – helping our 
customers to reduce their carbon footprint. We are evolving our capabilities from generating and storing hydrogen 
within extreme environments to deliver affordable clean energy solutions that offer exceptional reliability and 
efficiency – safely. 

A suite of air purification systems for enclosed spaces comprising oxygen generation, carbon capture and catalytic 
reactors. This combined suite of equipment manages atmosphere conditions creating safe breathable environments 
for inhabitants.

Solutions include CO2RE, PEM Electrolyser oxygen generators.

We offer front end engineering design providing concept and detailed design support across the energy spectrum 
ensuring delivery and quality assurance from concept through to operation and decommissioning. Our advanced 
manufacturing facility provides highly bespoke machining capability.  

Rugged electronics capability provided through our Westek Technologies subsidiary, enabling complex mission critical 
systems to operate in the most extreme conditions. 

Our team can guide you further on our innovative approach to green energy systems. For more information, contact 
us at energy@tpgroup.uk.com or go to www.tpgroup.uk.com

We offers a range of technologies focused on improving operational performance and efficiency at a lower cost. Our 
collaborative approach helps our customers to adopt technologies that are right for them.

Air purification

Autonomy and spatial modelling for operational excellence

• Resource Optimisation: a constraint-based planning tool for 
complex operations that rapidly produces near optimal schedules of 
corrective and preventative maintenance tasks based on available 
resources.

• Optimised Autonomous Navigation: for unmanned maritime surface 
vessels within hostile environments. An agent-based system, it 
generates optimal routes factoring in ever changing environmental 
elements while avoiding vessels and obstacles.

• TIDE (Team Information Decision Engine) delivers machine learning 
decision support for individuals and teams of intelligence analysts 
working on threat detection with high volume streams of assorted 
text data broadcast.

• Spatial Analysis and Modelling provides a better understanding of your world, solving complex 
spatial problems.

Critical systems engineering and manufacturing

Rugged Servers

For further information
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